EKA Solutions Licenses Trimble's Mapping Web APIs to Deliver Enhanced ETA and Visibility
Solutions
September 12, 2019
Trimble MAPS Development Platform Web APIs Enables EKA to Provide Real-Time Trip Management and Precise ETAs as
Part of its Cloud-Based TMS Offerings
SUNNYVALE, Calif., Sept. 12, 2019 /PRNewswire/ -- Trimble (NASDAQ: TRMB) announced today that EKA Solutions, Inc., a provider of cloud-based
transportation management system (TMS) solutions, has licensed web APIs from the Trimble MAPS development platform to deliver intelligent
automated dispatch and real-time visibility solutions with interactive trip management tools for brokers, carriers and shippers.
Consisting of mapping, routing, navigation and location APIs, the Trimble MAPS development platform is specifically designed for solution providers
and fleets looking to build or enhance commercial applications.
"EKA is excited to work with Trimble. The collaboration between Trimble and EKA will deliver transformative and affordable solutions to small- and
medium-size broker, carrier and shipper businesses. It will empower them to provide a better experience for customers and drivers, while reducing the
time, expense and effort of managing the business basics," said JJ Singh, founder, investor & CEO of EKA Solutions, Inc.
EKA has integrated trip management web APIs from the Trimble MAPS development platform to enhance its TMS Cloud. Through the Trimble MAPS
stateful web services, trip data is stored on the server and used to continually monitor and manage the entire trip lifecycle, from planning through
execution and analysis, resulting in highly accurate ETAs and the ability to visualize real-time trip progress.
"Creating a relationship with a solution provider who, similar to Trimble, is focused on enabling carriers, shippers and drivers to achieve operational
success is extremely important to us," said Bill Maddox, business development for Trimble MAPS Division. "With increased carrier pressure to provide
superior customer service and the shipper's need for freight visibility, we provide innovative tools to create or enhance applications that benefit the
entire transportation workflow."
EKA's TMS solutions using the Trimble MAPS development platform are expected to be introduced and commercialized beginning as early as the third
quarter of 2019.
About EKA
EKA Solutions, Inc., provides the Smart, Unified Platform EKA Omni- TMS® for - Virtually – Everyone. EKA Omni-TMS ® is the cloud-based SaaS
freight Eco-System designed to transform the transportation and logistics industry. It empowers small- and medium-size broker, carrier and shipper
businesses to operate from quote-to-cash with affordable and best-in-class digital tools, enabling the higher performance demanded in tomorrow's
supply chain. With real-time information, EKA Omni-TMS® enables brokers, carriers and shippers to provide visibility and appropriate transparency as
they fluidly trade across an expanding and verified network with key, trusted partners. For more information about EKA, visit: https://www.go-eka.com.
About Trimble MAPS
Trimble MAPS provides global map-centric technology dedicated to transforming journeys through innovative routing, scheduling, visualization and
navigation solutions. Built on map data and a routing engine designed specifically for commercial vehicles, its development platform and trusted
products are made for a broad range of industries, workforces and fleets of all sizes. The Trimble MAPS brands including PC*MILER, CoPilot and
Appian are the foundation for safe and efficient journeys worldwide—one driver, one vehicle, one fleet at a time. Trimble MAPS is aDivision of
Trimble: maps.trimble.com.
About Trimble
Trimble is transforming the way the world works by delivering products and services that connect the physical and digital worlds. Core technologies in
positioning, modeling, connectivity and data analytics enable customers to improve productivity, quality, safety and sustainability. From purpose built
products to enterprise lifecycle solutions, Trimble software, hardware and services are transforming industries such as agriculture, construction,
geospatial and transportation and logistics. For more information about Trimble (NASDAQ:TRMB), visit: www.trimble.com.
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